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Introduction 

This workbook accompanies the Manage your dissertation computer skills training workshop. 

The trainer will demonstrate each skill and refer you to the relevant page at the appropriate time. 

This workbook can also be used independently at home. 

Work at your own pace during the workshop 

If you prefer to work through the workbook at your own pace, rather than follow the pace of the 

workshop, please feel free to do so. However, we would appreciate you refraining from asking 

questions until after the relevant section has been covered by the trainer. 

Improve your skills at home 

If you find it difficult to attend our workshops, or prefer to study independently, you can download 

our workbooks and exercise files wherever you are assuming you have a working internet 

connection. 

Downloading the exercise files for this workbook 

The exercises referred to within this (and other) workbook(s) can be downloaded from: 

http://lrweb.beds.ac.uk/studyhub/workbooks/exercise-files. 

Downloading other workbooks 

All our workbooks can be downloaded from: http://lrweb.beds.ac.uk/studyhub/workbooks. 

About us 

Our aim is to support you in your use of IT while studying at the University of Bedfordshire.  Our 

computer skills training workshops are designed to help you to improve your IT skills so you can 

efficiently complete assignments and dissertations. Our workshops range from Fundamentals 

workshops which are suitable for complete beginners to workshops that cover more advanced skills. 

Our regular workshops are scheduled during academic terms, and published on the Learning 

Resources website: http://lrweb.beds.ac.uk/studyhub/whats-on. 

If you have an individual training need, please contact us to discuss your requirements. 

Contact us 

Linda Martin / Rosa Ramos  

01582 489258  
cst@beds.ac.uk 
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Using the Navigation Pane to move around your document 

If your document has heading styles applied, the Navigation Pan provides one of the easiest 

ways to navigate around your it while keeping track of where you are within it.  When displayed, 

the Navigation Pane shows an outline of your document: listing the main headings and sub 

headings. Clicking on a heading in the Navigation Pane will jump to that heading within your 

document.  This gives you a really fast way to move around your document and is particularly 

useful when you are working in a long document. 

In the following exercise you will use the Navigation Pane to navigate around the Manage your 

dissertation exercise file document.   

Use the Navigation Pane 

1. Open the document: Manage your 

dissertation exercise file. 

2. In the View ribbon, select the 

Navigation Pane check box in the 

Show group. 

The Navigation Pane is now visible on 

the left hand side of the window. 

3. In the Navigation Pane, select the 

heading: 1.2 Research Approach. 

4. Section 1.2 of the document is now 

displayed. 

Select the level of headings to display 

1. Right-click anywhere in the Navigation 

Pane.  This displays the Navigation 

Pane shortcut menu. 

2. Select Show Heading Levels, then 

select Show Heading 1 to display level 

1 headings only. 

3. Display the Navigation Pane shortcut menu again. Select Show 

Heading 2 from the Show Heading Levels option to display the other 

headings in the document.  This document only has Heading 1 and Heading 2 headings. 

Use the Navigation Pane to jump to the Discussion section of the document. 

What does this button:  (located at the top of the headings list 

on the Navigation Pane) do?  

TASK: 

Note: To view thumbnails 

representing the pages in your 

document, click on 

the middle (Browse 

the pages in your 

document) tab displayed at the top of 

the list of headings.   

TASK: 
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TASK: 

Other ways to move around a long document 

As well as the Navigation Pane, there are other ways to navigate around a long document.  The 

Select Browse Object control on the vertical toolbar allows you to jump through your document 

by a particular object.  For example, it allows you to jump through your document from picture to 

picture or from footnote to footnote.  Alternatively, if you know exactly where you want to be in 

your document, you can use the Go To command to jump straight there. 

In this exercise you will use the Select Browse Object to jump through your document by pictures 

and use the Go To command to jump to a specific place in your document.  Continue using the 

Manage your dissertation exercise file document to work through this exercise. 

Use the Select Browse Object controls 

1. Click the Select Browse Object (the small round circle located at 

the bottom of the vertical scroll bar, in the lower-right corner of the 

Word screen) to display the Select Browse Object menu. 

2. In the Select Browse Object menu,  select the Browse by Graphic 

option. 

3. Click on the double down arrows under the Select Browse 

Object to jump through the document by images until you get to the 

chart on page 11. 

4. Use the Select Browse Object to navigate through the document by 

Headings . 

Use the Go To command 

1. Click the Go To command (the first available option on the 

Select Browse Object menu). This opens the Go To tab in the Find 

and Replace dialog box. 

2. In the Go to what: list box, select Line, then type 39 in the 

Enter a Line number: field.   

3. Click Go To. This takes you to the 39
th
 line in the document 

(the Acknowledgements page). 

 

Use the Go To command to jump to page 21.  What is 

the page heading on this page? 

Use the Select Browse object to ‘Browse by Table’.  

Which page does the document initially jump to? 

Continue using the Browse by Table option until you 

get to the table on  page 27. 

 

Hint: Use the Ctrl + G keyboard shortcut to 

open the Go To tab on the Find and 

Replace dialog box. 

Ctrl + F is the keyboard shortcut for the Find 

command.  Use this command to search for 

specific words in your document e.g. search 

for “Table of Contents” to quickly jump to that 

page in your document.  

TASK: 

Hint: Hover over the items in the Select Browse Object menu to display 

information explaining what that item does.  

TASK: 
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Managing large tables in your document 

If required, there should be sufficient data in the appendix of your dissertation for your readers to 

test your approach and draw their own conclusions.  To this end, it is important that you are able 

to manage large data tables.  Data tables can be created in Word or copied into Word from Excel.  

Over the next few pages we will look at how to manage large data tables in your Word document 

e.g. how to create repeating headers and sort data.  But first let’s look at how to copy a data table 

from Excel and format the table to match the rest of your document.  

In this exercise you will copy and paste a table of data from Excel.  Continue using the Manage 

your dissertation exercise file document to work through this exercise. 

1. Open the Car data exercise file available on BREO.  

Then, select and copy the data range: A1:I43.  

2. Switch back to the Manage your dissertation exercise file.  Press Ctrl + End to navigate to 

the end of the document, then press Ctrl + Enter to create a new page (page 29). 

3. Paste the data copied from Excel onto page 29 of the document. 

4. Select the table by clicking on the table move 

handle  .  This icon appears when you move your 

mouse over the table. 

5. Apply the No Spacing style to the table.  This 

removes the formatting options contained within the 

data copied from Excel and ensures it is formatted 

using the options applied to the Word document. 

6. Apply the Strong style to the first row and the first 

column in the table. 

7. Select the second (Model) column.  In the Table 

Tools: Layout ribbon, type 3 cm in the Width: field 

(in the Cell Size group). 

8. Click the View Gridlines button (in the Table group) to display the cell borders, then 

move the right-hand table border to line it up with the table on page 28. 

9. Select columns C to I (Jan to Total), then select Distribute 

Columns in the Cell Size group, then click Align Centre Right in 

the Alignment group to line the data up against the right of the cell 

and make it easier to read. 

10. Select the table.  Type 0.7cm into the Height: field in the Cell Size 

group. 

At the top of page 29, above the table, type Car Data as a heading and format it using the 

Unnumbered style. 

Hint: The Excel fundamentals workshop covers 

selecting, copying and pasting data in Excel. 

Hint: Styles are located on the Home ribbon in the 

Styles group.  The Format your assignment 

workshop covers using Styles within your 

document. 

TASK: 
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Creating a repeating header row in a table 

If your table is large enough to span over two or more pages, it is convenient to have the heading 

row appear at the top of each additional page.  This means you won’t have to refer back to the 

original page to remember what the headings refer to. 

In this exercise you will create a repeating header row in the table at the end of the document.  

Continue using the Manage your dissertation exercise file document to work through this 

exercise. 

1. Click anywhere within the 

first row of the table on page 

27. 

2. In the Table Tools: Layout 

ribbon, select the Repeat 

Header Rows command in 

the Data group. 

 

 

 

 

Using Table Properties 

1. In the Table Tools: Layout ribbon, click the Properties command in the Table 

group.  This opens the Table Properties dialog box. 

2. Select the Row tab and un-tick the option: Repeat as 

header row at the top of each page. 

3. Click OK. 

Create a repeating header row for the table Car Data 

and re-apply the repeating header row for the Questionnaire Raw Data table. 

Change the Text wrapping option for the Questionnaire Raw Data table to Around.  Is 

the Repeat Header Rows option still enabled? 

TASK: 

Note: If your 

table does not 

span two pages 

or more you will 

not see the 

header row 

repeated.  

TASK: 

Note: The Repeat as header row option will be greyed out if your cursor 

is not within the top row of the table.   

Likewise, it will not work if you have selected 

the option to wrap text Around your table.  

This option is set in the Table tab of the 

Table Properties dialog box. 
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Sorting data in a table 

When trying to manage data within a table it may be necessary to sort the data into a particular 

order. It is possible to sort items in a table either alphabetically, numerically or by date.  It is also 

possible to sort the items either in ascending or descending order. 

In this exercise you will sort the data in the Car Data table at the end of the document.  Continue 

using the Manage your dissertation exercise file document to work through this exercise. 

1. Click anywhere within the Car Data table. 

2. In the Table tools: Layout tab, click on the Sort 

button located in the Data group.  This opens the Sort 

dialog box. 

3. In the Sort by drop down box, choose 

Total.  Word recognises that this is a 

numerical data field and changes the 

Type field accordingly.  The data can be 

sorted either in Ascending or 

Descending order.   

4. Select Descending then click OK.  The 

car with the highest total sales is now 

shown at the top of the list. 

We want to find out which model for each make of car created the highest total sales (e.g. which 

Toyota model created the most sales; which Nissan model created the highest sales etc.).  To do 

this we will need to sort by two columns: 

1. Click the Sort button to display the Sort dialog box again. 

2. In the Sort by field select Make and 

choose the Ascending option.   

3. In the first Then by field select Total and 

choose the Descending option.  Then, 

Click OK. 

Sort the data so that the Feb sales are 

displayed in Ascending order.   

Which car (Make and Model) made the 

least sales in Feb? 

TASK: 

Hint: The Sort command is also 

available on the Home ribbon in the 

Paragraph group.  Use it to sort lists of text 

alphabetically.  For example, to make sure 

your references are in alphabetical order. 

TASK: 
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Creating simple formulas in Word tables 

Formulas allow you to perform calculations on data.  For more 

complex calculations, you should use Excel then copy your 

completed table over to Word; however Word can be used for 

basic number crunching, such as addition and subtraction.  

In this exercise you will use a basic formula to find the average of a list of numbers in the Car 

Data table at the end of the document.  Continue using the Manage your dissertation exercise 

file document to work through this exercise. 

1. Add an extra row to the bottom of the Car Data table at the 

end of the document. 

2. In the first column of the new row type ‘Average’ then click into column 3 (Jan) of this row.   

3. In the Table tools: Layout tab, click on the formula button located in the Data group.  This 

opens the Formula dialog box.  The Formula: field displays a default formula appropriate 

for the selected cell.  Notice how the formula is written:  =SUM(ABOVE).  All formulas start 

with = followed by a Function (SUM, AVERAGE, IF etc.) 

followed by the range to be calculated in brackets (ABOVE).  

Excel uses the same formula structure but has a range 

represented by cell references e.g. =SUM(A1:A20) 

4. The default formula is not the one we want.  To change it 

manually delete the inappropriate function SUM and replace it 

with the correct function AVERAGE. 

5. In the Number format: drop down box select £#,##0.00;

(£#,##0.00) to apply a currency format. 

6. Click OK. 

7. Copy the contents of this cell and click into the Feb column cell in the Average row.  Paste 

the copied text into this cell.  You will notice that the product of the previous cell is pasted 

into the current cell.  This is because unlike in Excel, in order for any changes in the formula 

to take effect, you must update formula fields manually.  This also applies to changes that 

may have been applied to the range (i.e. values in the range have been changed). 

8. Press the F9 key on your keyboard 

to update the formula field. 

Change the number in the Jan column and Toureg row to 39,200.  Why doesn’t the figure 

in the Average row automatically update to reflect the changes you have made? 

Paste the =AVERAGE(ABOVE) formula into the remaining cells in 

the Average row, select the row and press F9.  Do all the selected 

fields update or just the one with the cursor in it? 

Note: You can also update a formula by right-clicking on the field and 

selecting Update Field from the shortcut menu. 

Hint: The (Excel) Understand 

Formulas workshop covers the 

construction of basic formulas in Excel.  

Word uses a slightly different technique 

but knowing one will help with the other. 

Hint: A quick way to add an extra row to 

the bottom of a table of data is to click 

into the very last cell in the table, then 

press the Tab key on your keyboard. 

Hint: You can also amend the 

formula by selecting the function 

from the Paste function: drop 

down field.  If you prefer this 

method, make sure you 

remember to add the = sign at 

the start of the formula and to 

enter the range in brackets.  

TASK: 

TASK: Note: To set Word to 

automatically update fields 

follow the instructions on 

page 10. 

Note: The AutoSum button enables you 

to quickly add a series of numbers. Turn 

to page 10 to find out how to add it to the 

Quick Access Toolbar. 
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Inserting Bookmarks 

A bookmark in Word, like an ordinary bookmark, is a marker or tag placed on a particular item or 

at a location in a document.  Bookmarks are used for finding and referencing text or other data 

and are managed through the Bookmark dialog box. 

In this exercise you will find, jump to, delete and add bookmarks in your document.  Continue 

using the Manage your dissertation exercise file document to work through this exercise. 

Find and jump to a bookmark 

1. In the Insert ribbon, select Bookmark in the Links 

group.  The Bookmark dialog box is displayed. 

2. Select the CrossferencetoappendixB bookmark, then 

click Go To.  The cursor jumps to the bottom of page 9 

which is where the bookmark has been created. 

3. Select the AppendixA bookmark, then click Go To.  The 

cursor jumps to the heading Questionnaire on page 25.  

Delete a bookmark 

1. With bookmark AppendixA still selected, Click the 

Delete button.  This deletes the bookmark but leaves the 

dialog box open.  Notice that the Cancel button is now 

labelled Close. 

2. Click Close. 

Add a bookmark 

1. Select the heading Questionnaire at the top of page 25. 

2. In the Insert ribbon, select Bookmark in the Links 

group. 

3. In the Bookmark name: field, type AppendixA.   

4. Click Add.  The Bookmark dialog box closes 

automatically as soon as you click the Add button. 

On page 9, select the text for heading 3.1 ‘The Participants’.  Add a bookmark called 

theparticipants to this heading. 

What page is the bookmark labelled AppendixB on? 

Delete the bookmark called theparticipants. 

Jump to the bookmark crossreferencetoappendixA then close the Bookmark dialog box. 

Note: Spaces are not allowed in bookmark 

names.  You will find that the Add button is 

not enabled if there are spaces between 

words in the Bookmark name field. 

TASK: 

TASK: 

TASK: 

TASK: 

Note: To display markers showing 

where bookmarks have been placed  

in your document, follow the 

instructions on page 10. 
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Adding Cross-references 

Cross-references are used when you want to re-direct the reader to 

information that appears somewhere else within your document.  Cross-

references can be created for headings, footnotes, bookmarks, captions and 

numbered paragraphs.  You can create cross-references manually, but using 

the Word cross-referencing functionality enables you to update the cross-

referenced fields automatically—a real time saver if you need to revise your 

document causing page numbers, section headings and so on to change. 

In this exercise you will create a cross-reference that directs the reader to another place in your 

document.  Continue using the Manage your dissertation exercise file document to work 

through this exercise. 

Create a cross-reference 

1. Complete the tasks on the previous page to ensure the cursor is placed at the location 

where the new cross-reference will be created. 

2. Notice that the cursor is located between the words ‘page’ and ‘for’ in the text: ‘See page  for 

example of questionnaire’.  We want to insert a cross-reference to the page number that 

contains the questionnaire. 

3. In the Insert ribbon, select Cross-reference in the Links group.  The Cross-

reference dialog box will be displayed. 

4. In the Reference type: field select Bookmark from the drop down list.  

The available items will be listed in the For which bookmark: box.  

Select Appendix A. 

5. In the Insert reference to: field select Page number.  This will insert the 

page number next to the ‘see page’ text already in the document. 

6. Click Insert, then click Close.  The number 25 now appears in the document. 

7. Place your mouse over the newly created cross-reference field.  An 

information box appears prompting you to Ctrl + Click to follow 

link.  This enables the reader to jump to the cross-referenced item. 

Go to the Bookmark called 

crossreferencetoappendixB 

Insert a cross-reference at this 

location.  Choose: 

Reference type: Bookmark  

Insert reference to: Bookmark text 

For which bookmark: AppendixB. 

 

Note: If you have not 

yet added bookmarks, 

headings, captions 

etc. to your document, 

then nothing will 

appear in the lists. 

Note: It is also possible 

to cross-reference an 

item that appears in 

another document but in 

order to do this, both 

documents must be 

combined into a master 

document first. 

TASK: 

TASK: 

Note: If you edit your document causing the 

cross-reference fields to become incorrect, 

you will need to update them.   

Update a single field: select the field then 

press F9 (alternatively: right-click and select 

Update Field from the shortcut menu).   

Update the whole document: press Ctrl+A 

to select the whole document, then press F9. 
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Inserting and formatting Footnotes and Endnotes 

Footnotes and Endnotes are used to provide additional information for the text in your document.  

Footnotes appear at the bottom of each page, Endnotes appear at the end of the document.  

Both Footnotes and Endnotes can be used to expand upon or give greater context to a particular 

point addressed in the text, in particular if it would be difficult to include this in the main body.  

Footnotes can be used in an assignment to give details of quotes used on the page.   

In this exercise you will insert a Footnote and an Endnote and convert one to the other.  Continue 

using the Manage your dissertation exercise file document to work through this exercise. 

1. On page 3, find the text “you can easily change the formatting” on the first line of the 2
nd

 

paragraph and place the cursor at the end of the word “formatting”. 

2. In the References ribbon, select Insert Footnote in the Footnotes 

group.  A footnote reference is placed at the cursor.  The cursor 

moves to the bottom of the page ready for you to type your text. 

3. Type: “The way text looks within a document (font face, font size, 

colour and so on)” into the footnote.  Notice the number of the footnote is number 2.  This is 

because other footnotes have already been entered into the document. 

4. In the References ribbon, select Show Notes in the Footnotes group 

to return to your previous place in the document. 

5. On page 23, place your cursor at the end of the final word “directly”. 

6. In the References ribbon, select Insert Endnote in the Footnotes group. The cursor 

moves to the end of the document ready for you to type your text. 

7. Type: “By using the tools in the Font group on the Home ribbon”. Notice that a different 

numbering system is used for Endnotes.  

8. Click the dialog box launcher icon located in the corner of the 

Footnotes group to open the Footnote and Endnote dialog box 

9. In the Number format: field, choose a, b, c,… from the drop down  

list box.  Click Apply.  This changes the number format for the 

Endnotes from Roman numerals to an alphabetised list. 

10. Click the Convert... button located in the Footnote and Endnote 

dialog box.  This displays a Convert Notes dialog box. 

11. Choose Convert all endnotes to footnotes, click OK, then click 

Close. There are now no endnotes within the document, the 

endnote created previously appears as a footnote on page 23. 

Delete the footnote just created on page 23 (see hint box for 

further guidance). 

TASK: 

Hint: The footnote/

endnote text can be 

viewed when the mouse 

pointer is placed over the 

reference number text. 

 

Hint: To delete a footnote or 

endnote: select the reference 

number in the document text then 

press the Delete key.  This also 

deletes the text linked to it. 
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Extra hints and tips 

The following are extra hints and tips related to previous content covered in this booklet.   

Add the AutoSum button to the Quick Access Toolbar 

The AutoSum button has been accessible from the toolbar of previous versions of Word 

(2003 and earlier).  Unfortunately it is not currently available on the Table Tools Layout ribbon.  

The button is useful if you want to add up a column or row of numbers in a table quickly.  

Although the button is not available on the ribbon, it is possible to add it to the Quick Access 

Toolbar thereby making it available all the time.   

1. Select the File tab on the ribbon, then select Options 

available in the first column on the left. 

2. In the Word Options dialog box, choose the Customize Ribbon category. 

3. Firstly, we need to create a new group to contain the tool we want to add to 

the ribbon.  In the Main Tabs list on the right, select Home then click New 

Group.                                                              This makes a New Group (Custom) available in the 

list.  Click the Rename... button and call it Personalised tools. 

4. Make sure your new Personalised tools (Custom) group is 

selected.  Then, in the Choose commands from: drop box, select 

Commands Not in the Ribbon.  Scroll down the list until you find 

the Sum command, select it then click Add >>. 

5. Click OK.  The Sum button will now be added to your newly 

created group on the Home ribbon. 

Set Word to update fields before printing 

If you are concerned that you might forget to manually updates fields, follow these instructions to 

set your document to always update fields before printing.  

1. Repeat step 1 above to open the Word Options dialog box, 

then choose the Display category. 

2. In Printing Options section, tick the check box Update fields 

before printing, then click OK. 

Make bookmark markers visible 

1. Repeat step 1 above to open the Word Options dialog box, then 

choose the Advanced category. 

2. In the Show document content section (scroll down), tick the 

check box Show bookmarks, then click OK.  Bookmarks will be 

shown by an . 
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Task solutions: 

Pg 1— Takes you to the beginning of your document. 

 The page heading on page 21 is ‘Conclusions’. 

Pg 2—Page 25—although it does not look like it, the questionnaire is made up of a series of tables. 

Pg 4—Yes, although the header row is not repeated onto page 28, the option is on and will be re-enabled when the 

 Text wrapping option is set back to None.  

Pg 5—The Toyota Corolla made the least sales (2,500) in February. 

Pg 6—Unlike in Excel, Word doesn’t update any formula fields automatically.  if any changes to the formula or the 

data are made you need to update them manually. 

 All selected fields will update when you press F9 (This includes formulas as well as other fields). 

Pg 7 - The bookmark called AppendixB is located on Page 27. 

Further information and solutions to tasks 

Computer Skills Training Workshops 

This is just one of a number of workshops we offer to students throughout the academic year.  To 

get the most of our workshops: 

 Browse the workshop content (on BREO or LRweb) to ensure it meets your needs. 

 Be aware that our advanced workshops are delivered at a faster pace; make sure you are 

confident using the software before attending an advanced workshop. 

Level Excel workshops Word workshops PowerPoint workshops 

Beginner Excel fundamentals Word fundamentals PowerPoint fundamentals 

Intermediate Create charts 

Understand formulas 

Format your assignment 

Format your dissertation 

Animated slideshows 

Create posters using 

PowerPoint 

Advanced Work with functions 

Use Excel to analyse data 
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